INTRODUCTION

The leading causes of preventable surgical and procedural complications include inadequate anesthesia and surgical skills, operating on the wrong patient, poor communication, performing the wrong procedures, and the use of nonsterile surgical equipment. Surgical Safety Checklists (SSC) are necessary to ensure patient safety and improve patient morbidity and mortality. SSCs are only used in the intraprocedural phase of care; however, the World Health Organization advocates for its implementation to be adapted into preoperative practice, because surgical care starts in the preoperative and/or preprocedural areas.

Just-in-time coaching is an effective educational tool because it provides immediate, personalized support tailored to learners’ specific needs, enhancing comprehension and retention in real-time.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

In the Cardiac Catheterization Lab (CCL) the SSC process starts in the preoperative area. Organizational wrong-sites, wrong procedures, wrong patient error findings led to increased attention on the CCL’s preoperative utilization of the SSC. Audits of the CCL’s SSC compliance noted a 70% compliance rate, which did not meet the organization’s 90% internal benchmark. This finding led to an opportunity for improvement.

Further investigation found that CCL staff and physicians were not aware of the mandatory completion of this checklist.

RESULTS: PREOP SSC COMPLIANCE

For CCL staff and physicians, will education and just-in-time (JIT) coaching, compared to not, improve CCL’s preoperative checklist compliance from 70% to 90% in six months?

METHODOLOGY

• Adopt the Plan
• Share with Organization
• Goal Identification
• Improve CCL’s SSC compliance to 90%.

Just in Time: Improving Preoperative Checklist Compliance in the Cardiac Cath Lab
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DISCUSSION

The identification of a problem should lead to an improvement. SSCs are a cornerstone of perioperative safety and start in the preoperative phase of care. Education programming and JIT coaching are successful in addressing barriers and reinforcing education and performance related to SSC compliance in real time.

JIT methods offer one-on-one conversations with staff in a safe environment. The utilization of unit-based leaders to embrace ownership of the project and facilitate staff buy-in was paramount in the program’s success. To date, the program has been ongoing for over 12 months and has maintained internal benchmark goals. In alignment with the literature, physicians and staff in the CCL have expressed improved collaboration, communication, and teamwork.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PERIANESTHESIA NURSING & THE FUTURE

SSCs improve patient safety for surgical/ procedural area patients and should be started in preoperative areas. Change processes related to fostering a culture of safety improve interdisciplinary collaboration; further, successful change teams must include bedside staff to facilitate buy-in and cultivate sustainability. The use of JIT education and coaching may prove successful in all perianesthesia environments and should be studied as an instrument for quality improvement.
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